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CERN cooperates with a number of international scientific organizations, in particular through the EIROforum, a group of eight large European research organisations (CERN, ESA, ESO, EMBL, ESRF, EUROfusion, European XFEL, ILL). In addition, CERN has signed specific bilateral cooperation agreements with ITER, ESA, ESO, IRENA, ICTP, and is a strong partner of the Middle East’s pioneering SESAME laboratory. The conception of international relations underlying international organization is frequently described as idealistic, in the sense that it minimizes the element of conflict and emphasizes the potentialities of harmony and cooperation in the relationships of states. International organizations are characterized, by supporters and critics alike, as arrangements for cooperation among states. Most accurately, international organization can be said to rest upon a dualistic conception of international relations, one which acknowledges both conflictual and cooperative relationships as basic features. International relations (IR) or international affairs (IA), also known as international studies (IS), global studies (GS), or global affairs (GA), is the study of politics, economics and law on a global level. Depending on the academic institution, it is either a field of political science, an interdisciplinary academic field similar to global studies, or an independent academic discipline that examines social science and humanities in an international context. In 2015, I started my undergraduate studies in the International Relations and International Organisation programme. In this holistic and pluridisciplinary programme, I have been successfully trained - both theoretically and methodologically - to further pursue the set of problématiques that drive me intellectually. The first thing that struck me about this programme is the internationality and the global approach that this programme has. It is a programme that goes into the issues that I always wanted to have an answer for, like what are the reasonings behind some international issues (terrorism, war, humanitarian action, etc.) or why states act like they do. Studying International Relations and Organisations means: understanding the real story behind today’s headlines; working with excellent academic teachers and researchers; developing skills in research, writing and presenting; being part of an international classroom and community; experiencing The Hague: the third UN city and host to many international organisations, embassies, and NGOs. Why Leiden University? Siebe de Roest. Student. I have always found international relations very intriguing; it is a hot topic in the news and everyone likes to form an opinion of it. Chat with a student. Do